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A local electrothermal simulation of a model solar cell is presented. A rigorous discussion of the heat
dissipation mechanisms in a solar cell is performed, showing that the total dissipated heat splits into
heating termssthermalization, recombination, and Joule heatd and different Peltier cooling terms.
Such simulations are important for interpreting lock-in thermography images of real solar cells. The
simulated model cell consists of a circular noncontacted region surrounded by a grid line and a
nonlinear edge shunt. Based on this simulation, a special lock-in thermography operation mode is
proposed, which enables noncontacted regions in real solar cells to be imaged. Experimental results
confirm the theoretical predictions. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1866474g

I. INTRODUCTION

Lock-in thermographysLIT d is a technique for electronic
device testing,1 in which one images local heat sources in
microelectronic devices and the lateral homogeneity of the
dark current flow in solar cells.2 Recently, special LIT tech-
niques have been proposed, working under light irradiation
of a solar cell, which enable shunt investigations in noncon-
tacted cells to be performed and also inhomogeneities of the
minority carrier lifetime in the material to be imaged.3–5 In
particular, Isenberg and Warta3,4 have described how high
lateral current-density regions, leading to series resistance
losses, can be imaged by illuminated LIT under short circuit
conditions. However, until now no theoretically justified
thermal technique was available to image high series resis-
tance regions in a solar cell. Note that a solar cell is a
current-delivering device, which has to be connected low
ohmically to an electric load. This connection is provided by
a network of fine metallic grid lines and two larger bus bars,
which are in ohmic contact to the top emitter layer of the
cell. If in certain regions this ohmic contact shows too high a
resistance, this region is insufficiently coupled to the load,
which leads to losses of the efficiency of the cell. Previous
techniques to image such high series resistance regions are
“Corescan” sCOntact REsistance SCANning6d and
“CELLO” ssolar CELl LOcal characterization7d. However,
Corescan slightly “scratches” at the surface, hence it is not
strictly nondestructive to the cells, and CELLO suffers from
long measurement times in the order of hours.

The key for a detailed understanding of thermal mea-
surements on solar cells is a realistic simulation of all ther-
mal processes in the device. Such local electrothermal mod-
elings are widespread for microelectronic or power devices,
but have not been applied to solar cells yet. The quantitative
interpretation of dark LIT results has been made hitherto by
assuming that there is only heating action present.2 However,
it was mentioned by Kaeset al.5 that Peltier cooling may
play a considerable role as well. The heat dissipation mecha-

nisms in an illuminated solar cell have been discussed both
by Isenberg and Warta3,4 and Kaeset al.,5 but there no local
device simulation was performed, and especially the influ-
ence of the Peltier cooling at thep-n junction has not been
considered explicitly. In this contribution we will present a
rigorous discussion of the heat dissipation mechanisms in a
solar cell. Based on this discussion, a two-dimensional elec-
trothermal simulation is performed of a model solar cell,
which shows the typical behavior of a noncontacted region in
a real solar cell, including the influence of shunts.

II. PHYSICAL BASICS

A. Thermal simulation

In our simulation we will neglect hole injection from the
base into the emitter, holes photogenerated in the emitter,
finite contact resistances, radiative recombination, ohmic
shunting, and Joule heating in the base; corresponding terms
may simply be added. Figure 1 schematically shows the el-
ementary heat dissipation mechanisms we will consider in
the illuminated solar cell. These are recombination in the
depletion regionsPdrd, recombination of injected electrons in
the base region or at the back surfacesPbased, thermalization
heat of photogenerated electronssPthd, Peltier heating or
cooling at the metal-emitter contactsPMEd, Peltier cooling
for carrier injection at thep-n junction sPp-n−d, thermaliza-
tion heat of photogenerated electrons crossing the barrier
sPp-n+d fwhich may also be called Peltier heating, since it is
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the inverse process ofsPp-n−dg, Peltier heating or cooling at
the base-metal contactsPBMd, and Joule heating due to hori-
zontal current flow in the emittersPJ, not indicated in Fig. 1d.
In a real device all these contributions may be position de-
pendent, depending on the layout of the cell, the local defect
distribution, and the working point of the cell. In Fig. 1 also
jn and jp are indicated, which are the differences of the
Fermi levels to the corresponding band edges in then and the
p material, respectively. We will also assume in our simula-
tion that all photogenerated carriers contribute to the photo-
current densityJph. This is a good approximation for mono-
chromatic illumination of 880-nm wavelength, having a
penetration depth well below the diffusion length, which
should be used for the proposed measurements. If white light
should be used for illumination, a realistic quantitative evalu-
ation has to include also the recombination of photogener-
ated carriers in the base and at the back contact. The Peltier
effect is treated here in nondegeneracy approximation, hence
the amount of thermalization heat or cooling power, respec-
tively, generated by a charge carrier crossing an energy bar-
rier, is given by the corresponding barrier height. Under
these conditions, for a local bias ofUsx,yd, the amounts of
the different power densities are the following:

Pdrsx,yd =
Jdrsx,yd

e
Eg, s1d

Pbasesx,yd =
Jdiffsx,yd

e
Eg, s2d

Pth =
Jph

e
shn − Egd, s3d

PMEsx,yd =
− JMEsx,yd

e
jn, s4d

Pp-n−sx,yd =
− fJdiffsx,yd + Jdrsx,ydg

e

3fEg − jn − jp − eUsx,ydg, s5d

Pp-n+sx,yd =
Jphsx,yd

e
fEg − jn − jp − eUsx,ydg, s6d

PBMsx,yd =
− JBMsx,yd

e
jp, s7d

PJsx,yd = rsJlat
2 sx,yd, s8d

with

Jdiffsx,yd = J0sx,ydexpFeUsx,yd
kT

G s9d

fJdrsx,yd 5 depletion region recombination current density,
Jdiffsx,yd 5 diffusion sinjectiond current density,J0sx,yd
5 saturation current density,Jphsx,yd 5 photocurrent den-
sity, e 5 electron charge,Eg 5 band-gap energy,hn 5 pho-
ton energy, JMEsx,yd 5 emitter contact current density,
JBMsx,yd 5 base contact current density,jn 5 difference

between Fermi level inn material to the conduction-band
edge,jp 5 difference between Fermi level inp material to
the valence-band edge,Usx,yd 5 local forward bias,rs

5 emitter sheet resistance, andJlat 5 lateral emitter current
density sA/mdg. Note that ins5d both the diffusion current
and the depletion region recombination current appear, since
for the latter the sum of the neccessary energy gain of elec-
trons and holes is thep-n barrier height as well. Note also
that, for a strictly vertical current flow in a laterally homo-
geneous devicesJME=JBM =Jdiff +Jdr−Jphd, the sum of
s1d–s7d is

Ptot = sJdr + JdiffdU + Jph
hn

e
− JphU. s10d

Hence, for strictly vertical current flow in a thermally
thin device all Peltier contributions at the contacts are not
appearing explicitly anymore in the sum ofs1d–s7d, and the
total dissipated power equals the power dissipated in the dark
plus the energy of the irradiated photons minus the power
generated by the photocurrent, as expected from the law of
energy conservation. However, as soon as nonvertical current
flow is consideredse.g., for shunt investigations under
illumination5d, all Peltier contributions have to be taken into
account explicitly.

B. Electronic simulation

Our model solar cell consists of a circular homogeneous
silicon cell of 22-mm diameter with a 50-V /sq emitter on
top, a 1-mm-wide ring-shaped emitter contact at the edge,
and a full area base metallizationssee Fig. 2d. Thus, the
circular inner part mimics a noncontacted region of a real
solar cell. In a 0.5-mm-wide outer ring a depletion region
recombination current is assumed to exist, which mimics the
usual nonlinear edge shunt region known from most solar
cells,2

Jdr = J02 expS eU

2kT
D . s11d

In polar coordinates, the radial current flow in the emit-
ter is I latsrd=2prJlatsrd, and the noncontacted region can be
described by the following equations:

dIlatsrd
dr

= 2prJdiffsrd, s12d

dUsrd
dr

=
rs

2pr
I latsrd. s13d

FIG. 2. Cross section of the circular model solar cellsnot to scaled.
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III. RESULTS

A. Simulations

The system of differential Eqs.s12d and s13d has been
solved numerically usingMATHCAD

8 for the boundary condi-
tions I lats0d=0 and Us10 mmd=0.55 V smaximum power
point of a comparable cell with no series resistanced and 0 V
sshort circuitd, respectively, assuming values ofJ0=1.5
310−12A/cm2 and Jph=30 mA/cm2. The resulting emitter
potential profilesUsrd are shown in Fig. 3. As expected, the
potential is always largest in the center of the noncontacted
region atr =0. From the solution ofs12d ands13d for differ-
ent values ofUs10 mmd it has been found that the maximum
power point of this model cell is at 0.43 V, and that its
efficiency is only 2/3 of that of a similar cell without any
series resistance losses.

Based on these potential distributions, a thermal simula-
tion of the radial dissipated power-density profiles of the
model solar cell based on Eqs.s1d–s9d and s11d has been
performed. It is assumed here that the sample is thermally
thin, hence that all power contributions simply add up, and
that the thermalization heatPth, the photocurrent densityJph,
and the saturation current densityJ0 are distributed homoge-
neously. Only vertical current flow is assumed in the base,
hence JMBsx,yd=Jdiffsx,yd+Jdrsx,yd−Jphsx,yd holds. Re-
garding the Peltier effect at the emitter contact, the following
estimation was made: the diffusion voltage of thep-n junc-
tion, which can be measured by evaluating the capacitance–
voltage characteristic, should beVd=Eg−jn−jp. For a typi-
cal solar cellVd=0.97 eV has been measured by us, leading
for Eg=1.12 eV tojn+jp=0.15 eV. This is already in the
order ofjp expected for a doping concentration of the base of
1016 cm−3. Therefore, in the following the Peltier effect at
the metal-emitter contacts4d, for which the degeneracy ap-
proximation would not hold anyway, will be neglected here
sjn<0d. This is supported by the high doping concentration
of the emitter and also by the fact that until now lock-in
thermography investigations have given no evidence of any
Peltier cooling at grid lines.2 Hence, in our case the thermal
simulations may be performed by using onlys8d–s10d instead
of using s1d–s9d. A homogeneous thermalization heat of
0.3 eV/photons880-nm light, hn=1.4 eVd is assumed. At
the ring-shaped emitter contact, the light is assumed to be
reflected, henceJph is assumed to be zero theresshading
effectd. A value ofJ02=2310−6A/cm2 has been assumed for

describing the edge shunt according tos11d. Figure 4 shows
the results of this modeling for the two load conditions. The
Joule heat contributions8d is separately displayed at the bot-
tom of the graph. We see that at 0.55 V applied at the rim
ssolid lined the dissipated power is largest in the center and
reduces towards the rim, but under short circuit at the rim
sdashed lined it is smallest in the center and increases to-
wards the rim. This different radial tendency is not only due
to the different Joule contributions, but can easily be under-
stood if the voltage-dependent power dissipation density due
to the vertical current is considered by summing ups1d–s8d
for constant values ofU swhich would correspond to a ring-
shaped region in our model celld, which equalss10d. Figure 5
shows that this dissipated power has a minimum close to
0.55 V, as expected, since this is the maximum power point
of the cell without any series resistance losses. If our model
solar cell is biased to 0.55 V at the rim region, the potential
of its inner part is above that of the minimum in Fig. 5, but
if the rim is at short circuit, the inner part is at a bias below
this minimum, as Fig. 3 shows. Therefore, the radial ten-
dency of the thermal response is opposite in both cases. The
depletion region recombination heat of the edge shunt is
present only at 0.55 V, but not at short circuit applied at the
rim.

For detecting noncontacted regions, it is most useful to
display the difference between the thermal response mea-
sured at mpp and that at short circuit. With lock-in thermog-
raphy this difference can be obtained most easily by keeping
the illumination intensity constant and pulsing the load of the
cell. The dashed line in Fig. 6 shows the profile ofPmppsrd
−Pscsrd from the data of Fig. 4. We propose to call this

FIG. 3. Emitter potential profiles for two different load conditionssdashed:
short circuit at rim; solid: 550 mV at rimd. FIG. 4. Dissipated power-density profiles for two different load conditions

sdashed: short circuit at rim; solid: 550 mV at rimd.

FIG. 5. Dissipated power density as a function of the emitter potentialU.
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difference signal “Rs-ILIT” signal sRs 5 series resistance,
ILIT 5 illuminated lock-in thermographyd. This signal is
positive in the center of the noncontacted region and be-
comes negative in well-contacted regionssr =10 mmd.
Hence, for displaying theRs-ILIT signal, the −90° LIT signal
has to be used instead of the more usual amplitude signal,
since the latter is always positive. Note that the edge shunt
signal at the rim is still present in this signal. Hence, local
shunts could be misinterpreted in theRs-ILIT signal as high-
resistive regions. To avoid this, we propose to subtract the
independently measured shunt signal from theRs-ILIT sig-
nal. The shunt signal is a LIT signal measured in the dark at
the maximum power point, which may be called “mpp-
DLIT” signal sDLIT 5 dark lock-in thermographyd. Thus,
the shunt-corrected signal, which is optimum for imaging
high-resisitivity snoncontactedd regions in solar cells is

Rs-ILIT corr = Rs-ILIT − mpp-DLIT. s14d

Also this signal profile is shown for our model cell as a
solid line in Fig. 6. Indeed, in this signal the edge shunt
contribution is completely canceled.

B. Experimental verification

The validity of our simulations will be proven by intro-
ducing various measured LIT results in Fig. 7, which are
obtained on a 1253125 mm2 sized monocrystalline solar
cell. This cell was deliberately processed to contain a non-
contacted region in the left part of the cell.9 The measure-
ment took about 1/2 h. All thermal signals visible in Fig. 7
are in the low millikelvin range, bright regions correspond to
positive signal. The two horizontal stripes visible in Figs.
7sbd and 7scd are due to the metallic contact leads to the cell.
The DLIT image taken at mppsad shows some edge recom-

bination and some local edge shunts as bright spots at the
upper edge, which physically correspond to the “edge shunt
region” at the outer rim of our simulation. Note that this
imagesad shows no indication of a noncontacted region. The
uncorrectedRs-ILIT signal sbd clearly shows this region at
the left as a bright region. In contrast with our simulation,
this region is not circular shaped but vertically extended, but
the bright signal appears as expected. This uncorrected im-
agesbd also shows the local edge shunts as additional bright
spots. Only the shunt-correctedRs-ILIT signal scd shows the
noncontacted region as the only dominant signal.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this contribution a rigorous discussion of the heat dis-
sipation mechanisms in a solar cell was performed, showing
that the total heat dissipation splits into heating termssther-
malization, recombination, and Joule heatd and different
Peltier cooling terms. We have performed a local electrother-
mal simulation of a model solar cell, which mimics a high-
resistance defect in a real solar cell. Based on these simula-
tions, a special resistance-imaging lock-in thermography
technique was introduced. Though this technique does not
allow to measure local series resistances quantitatively yet, it
should be useful in solar cell technology and research for
detecting regions of high contact resistance, since it is non-
destructive, and the measurement can be performed within a
reasonable measurement time. In the simple model solar cell
simulated in this contribution, the different types of Peltier
effects do not have to be considered explicitly, since only
vertical current flow is assumed and the Peltier effect at the
emitter contact is neglected. However, as soon as also hori-
zontal current flow in the base is considered, as it is the case,
e.g., for photocurrent-induced shunt imaging or generally for
describing strongly localized shunts, the detailed set of equa-
tions containing the Peltier terms has to be used for a correct
local thermal modeling. In the presence of strongly recom-
bining local defects, also our assumption of a homogeneous
distribution ofJ0 andJph is not valid anymore. Furthermore,
for microscopic modeling also the different depths of the
various heat/cooling sources in the cell have to be be taken
into account. Also in these caseseqs. s1d–s9d and a recombi-
nation term corresponding tos11d provide the basis for a
detailed local thermal analysis of defects in solar cells.
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